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Throughout this paper K denotes a field of characteristic 0 and 
f=Z”+a,Z”-‘+ ... + a, a polynomial in K[Z] of degree n. We sayf is 
separable if it has n distinct zeros in an (arbitrary) algebraic closure of K. 
Suppose that this holds. Then x = (x1, . . . . x,) means the n-tuple of the zeros 
of f (ordered in some way), and L = K(x,, . . . . x,) its splitting field. In 
practice, the study of relevant properties of L is founded, to a substantial 
degree, on the concept of a resolvent off. Generally speaking, a resolvent 
off is a polynomial h in K[Z] that splits into linear factors over L [4, 
p. 4911. But each resolvent h actually applied in Galois theory is linked 
with a certain subgroup H of the symmetric group S, of { 1, . . . . n}. This 
connection looks as follows: 
Let S, act on the polynomial ring K[X] = K[X,, . . . . X,,] via 
70 Q = QW,,,,, ...y Jf,cn,h TES,, QEK[X]. 
Then there are polynomials P in K[X] whose stabilizer (z E S,; z 0 P = P} 
equals H, so called H-polynomials. Take an H-polynomial P and a system 
%‘Hs S, of representatives of all left cosets Z= zH E S,/H. Now form 
h, = n (Z- (7 0 P)(x); z E &) E L[Z]. 
Due to its symmetry in xi, . . . . x,, h, is in K[Z], and the resolvent h in 
question is a divisor of h, in K[Z] (that may vary with the problem 
considered). Frequently h is h, itself. 
As an example, let us regard a method for the determination of the 
Galois group Gal(L/K) off. The basic features of this method-which is 
probably the most important one applied today-have been described by 
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C. Jordan in 1870 [12, p. 2761 (cf. also [25, 163). We embed the group 
Gal(L/K) in S, by means of the monomorphism 
Gal( L/K) + S, : c H cr’, 
where cr(xj) = x,,(~), j= 1, . . . . n. The image G(x) of this embedding depends 
on the way of numbering the zeros x1, . . . . x,, but only up to conjugation in 
S,. The main point of the method consists in ruling out candidates H for 
G(x), with the help of the following theorem (or modifications of it). 
THEOREM A [12; also [26, p. 66711. Let the above notations hold. 
Assume that the resolvent h, belonging to the H-polynomial P is separable. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The group G(x) is contained in H, provided that x1, . . . . x, are 
suitably numbered. 
(b) The resolvent h, has a zero in K. 
At least for K = Q this theorem is a handy criterion. But in general it 
does not hold without presupposing the separability of h,. For instance, 
take the cyclic group H = C5 = ((12345)) s Ss of order 5 and 
P=x,*x*+&*&+ ... + Xs ‘Xi ; P is an H-polynomial of (smallest 
possible) degree 3. The resolvent h, of the irreducible polynomial 
f =z5+5z3- 1oz*+ lOZ-4EQ[Z] 
has the double zero -5 E Q. The Galois group G(x), however, is the 
dihedral group D,, = (C,, (14)(23)) of 10 elements. 
Like the method just outlined, other procedures for finding G(x) require 
separable resolvents h,, too (or appropriate separable factors thereof). The 
reader may consult [7 (in particular for n = 6); 22, 231. Moreover, a 
separable resolvent is necessary if we want to describe an intermediate field 
of L and K (such as L itself) in terms of a primitive element, cf. [7]. 
Constructions of intermediate fields occur in connection with the actual 
solution of solvable algebraic equations (cf., e.g., [4, p. 491 ff.]; for a 
feasible procedure see also [17, 93). 
In practical applications, the difficulty caused by a non-separable resol- 
vent h, is mastered by change of P or by Tschirnhausen-transformation f
f. It is known that this works after a finite number of trials. Nevertheless 
it would be desirable to know a priori an H-polynomial P that supplies a 
separable resolvent. 
We summarize the questions linked with resolvents of algebraic 
equations: 
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I. How can we construct H-polynomials P-of a simple constitu- 
tion-in a systematic way? 
II. Is it possible to warrant the separability of h, a priori-by a 
suitable choice of P, e.g., for certain types of groups G(x) ? 
For a historical survey of question I see [S]. Furthermore, a fairly general 
approach to I has been given there, together with a number of particular 
solutions. As to question II, only very few results are known: If H is the 
alternating group A,, , the corresponding resolvent Z2--D(x) is always 
separable, D = n (Xi - Xi; i < j)’ being the discriminant. In [ 14, p. 72 ff.], 
H-polynomials are constructed that supply separable resolvents of 
irreducible quartic polynomialsf, for HE S, transitive. The papers [21, l] 
(cf. also [26, p. 670 ff.]) supply partial results of this kind if 
H= AGL( 1, 5) L S, (the maximal transitive solvable subgroup of S,) and 
G(x)=S, or A,. Finally, there are some constructions of separable 
resolvents for maximal intransitive groups H = Sk x S,-, s S,, where P 
may be chosen as a linear polynomial (cf. [ 5, 1, 63). 
The main content of the present paper is an approach to question II via 
the representation theory of permutation groups (Sections 3 to 6). We sum- 
marize several of our results here. For each subgroup H s S,, d denotes the 
smallest possible degree of an H-polynomial. 
THEOREM B. Let H c S, be an arbitrary subgroup. Then there exists an 
H-polynomial P of degree d such that h, is separable for each irreducible 
polynomial f E K[Z] of degree n with Galois group G(x) = S,. 
In many cases Theorem B is valid for all polynomials f with G(x) = A,,, 
too (Section 5). This is true, e.g., for the cyclic group C, E S, and P as in 
the example above; hence we could conclude that the aforementioned 
f = Z5 + 5Z3 - 10Z2 + 1OZ - 4 must be solvable. Moreover, there are 
certain groups H that do not even require a special choice of P. Namely, 
THEOREM C. Let one of the following conditions hold 
(1) The only groups containing H are H, S,, or A,. 
(2) The degree n =p is a prime, H is transitive and solvable, and IHI 
is even or equals p(p - 1)/2. 
Then any arbitrarily chosen H-polynomial P of degree d yields a separable 
resolvent h,, for each f with G(x) = S, or A,,. 
Condition (2) is fulfilled, e.g., by the solvable transitive subgroups H of Ss 
different from C, and its conjugates, i.e., H= AGL( 1, 5) or H= D,,. For 
n = 6, condition (1) holds for the transitive groups of orders 120 
(= PGL(2, 5)), 72, and 48. In addition, the assertion of Theorem C is true 
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for three other transitive subgroups of S,, of orders 60 (=PSL(2, 5)), 12, 
and 6. 
Our approach yields results of this type also in some cases where 
G(x) $ (S,, A), such as for n = 11, H a group of order 22 or 55, and 
G(x) = Mat,, ( = Mathieu group). Of particular importance are the groups 
H=AGL(1,5)zS,and H=PGL(2,5)sS,,cf. [7,8].Hereweshowthat 
each resolvent h, belonging to an H-polynomial P of degree d is separable, 
if 5 divides IG(x)l (Theorem 6). 
The final section is intended to hint at the limits of what we may expect. 
Let H be a proper subgroup of AGL( 1, p) c S,, p is prime, of an order 
divisible by 2~7. We construct a family of polynomials f E Q [Z] of degree 
p with group G(x) =AGL(l, p), such that no resolvent h, is separable, 
whatever the H-polynomial P of degree d= 2 may be. 
In the first two sections we collect the most important technical devices. 
On this occasion we revise the approach to question I presented in [S]. 
Indeed, the character theoretic point of view and the terminology intro- 
duced here simplify the previous approach considerably. We hope that this 
justifies some overlapping of Sections 1 and 2 with [8]. There is one more 
argument. Namely, it is difficult to disjoin questions I and II entirely. But 
too many quotations from [S] would render this article hardly legible, 
particularly since some of the terminology of [S] is obsolete now. 
In general, our notations for groups are standard (cf. [3, lo]). Excep- 
tions result either from collisions with other notations or from the lack of 
a standard. For instance, we denote the point stabilizer of the group 
PGW, p)cSp+l by AGL(1, p), like [13]. 
1. H-POLYNOMIALS AND TABLOIDS 
We adopt the notations of the Introduction. Let KS,, be the group ring 
of S, over K and M a KS,-module. For any subgroup H of S,, let 
Hil4 = {u E M; (T 0 u = v for all e E H} be the K-vector space of H-inoariant 
elements of M. We say that v E HM is an H-element, if the stabilizer 
Stab(u)= {a~&; (TO v= u} equals H. So the H-elements of K[X] = 
ax,, ***, X,,] are just the H-polynomials. For a subset Nz M we put 
Stab(N) = {c E S,; g fixes each u E N}. Clearly Stab( HM) contains H. Let 
us record the following basic lemma. 
LEMMA 1. With the above conventions, Stab(HM) = H, & and only if, M 
contains an H-element. 
Proof Suppose that Stab( HM) = H. For any group H’ E S,, H’ z H, 
H’ # H, the set H’M is a proper subspace of HM. Since lKl = co, the union 
481113711-2 
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of all these (finitely many) subspaces cannot cover HM. Hence there exists 
a vector u in HM that is not fixed by any larger group. The converse direc- 
tion is obvious. i 
Our investigation of H-polynomials is based on a decomposition of the 
KS,-module K[X] into certain isotypical summands. This decomposition, 
however, requires some additional terminology. 
A partition of n is a family t = (t,, . . . . t,) of natural numbers 
t, > tza . . . 2 t, > 1 with t, + . . + t, = n. By 9 we denote the set of all 
partitions of n. A tabloid T of { 1, . . . . n} is a family T= (T,, . . . . T,) of 
pairwise disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . . n}, with T, u ... u T,= { 1, . . . . n} and 
IT,1 B ... > IT,1 B 1. The partition t= (jT,I, . . . . IT,I) is called the type of 
T. We write 9J for the set of all tabloids of type t (= t-tabloids). 
Now the group S, acts on K as a permutation group (in the most 
obvious way). The KS,-module M, attached to this representation of S, 
has the K-basis T, so 
M,= @ (KT; TE%). 
An exponent of t = (tl, . . . . t,)eP is a tuple i= (iI, . . . . i,) of distinct non- 
negative integers such that i, < ij + i holds whenever tj = tj + i . The set of all 
exponents of t is denoted by 9t. For a TE Y, and an i E Yt we define the 
monomial 
in K[X]. Linear extension of this definition yields the K&-linear map 
( )i: M, + K[X] : TH T’. 
This map is injective, so its image M: is K&-isomorphic to M,. In this way 
we obtain the said decomposition (cf. [8, Proposition 11) 
Accordingly, the ring HK[X] has the decomposition 
wKIXl = @ 0 (HM,)i. 
rel is.f, 
In what follows, let 9V be a subset of 9 and M, = @ fE y M,. We get the 
following 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let the above conventions hold. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) There is an H-polynomial in eIEW eiEs, Mf. 
(2) There is an H-element in M,. 
(3) Stab(HM,) = H. 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is due to Lemma 1. What remains to be 
proved is easy and left to the reader. 
A first insight we get from Proposition 1 is this: A successful search for 
an H-polynomial in K[X] of a simple form requires the knowledge of a 
“small” set ?V c 9 with Stab(HM,) = H. 
In the sequel a set -llr with Stab(NM,) = H will be called H-essential. 
Since it is known that there are H-polynomials in KCX], the set 9’ itself is 
H-essential for any H (but it is not “small”). Suppose, for a moment, that 
we are given an H-essential set 9V of a reasonable size. Then we can 
construct an H-polynomial as follows. 
Let t E w, and let B run through all orbits of H on x. The elements 
(C TEl T), form a K-basis of HM,. Choose distinct coeficients a, E K and 
put u,=CtgagZTEa T, v, E HM,. The stabilizer of v, is Stab(HM,). On the 
other hand, H = Stab(“M,) is the intersection of all groups Stab(nM,), 
teW, hence C,,q v, is an H-element in M,. Next take an arbitrary 
exponent i(‘) E Yt, for each t E w. Then C, vf”’ E K[X] is an H-polynomial. 
There is a natural choice for the exponents i(‘), with respect to the 
“simplicity” of the H-polynomial constructed. Indeed, let t = (t, , . . . . t,) E 9 
and i= (iI, . . . . i,) E 4. Each P in Mf, Pf 0, is homogeneous of degree 
t,i, + ... + t,i,. There is one (and only one) exponent ieS, such that this 
degree is minimal, viz. i = (0, 1, . . . . r - l), cf. [S]. This definite i is called the 
minimal exponent of t; the corresponding degree t, + 2t, + . . . + (r - 1) t, is 
the weight w(t) of t. The weight of a set WG~’ is w(w) =max{w(t); 
tcw”}. 
We define the map $: M, + K[X] on demanding that 4, restricted to 
M,, equals ( )‘, where in 9, is the minimal exponent of t. For any v E M,, 
d(u) has a degree <w(w). In view of Proposition 1 we obtain 
hOPOSITION 2. Let W ~9 be an H-essential set of smallest possible 
weight. Then each H-polynomial in K[X] has a degree > w(W). Moreover, 
for any H-element v E A4,, #( ) v is an H-polynomial of degree w(W). 
The proof of Proposition 2 is clear. It is also clear, in principle at least, 
how to find a simply-shaped H-polynomial P: Look for an H-essential set 
%‘- of minimal weight that does not contain a proper H-essential subset. 
Then form an H-element UE M, in the manner described above and put 
P = f#(v). 
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At this point it is advantageous to introduce some character theory, 
because this facilitates the detection of appropriate H-essential sets 
considerably. Let M be a KS,,-module of finite K-dimension and II: S, ---f K 
the corresponding character of S,. If $ is another character, let 
be the inner product of $ and rc with reference to H. On taking $ = 1, the 
trivial character, we get 
(1, rc)H=dimK HM. 
This dimension formula is just a special case of the familiar orthogonality 
relations for group characters. The major part of the following lemma 
(which we shall use frequently) is a consequence of this formula. 
LEMMA 2. In the above situation, assume that M has a decomposition 
M = Q k Mk into KS,-submodules. Let n = Ck x/, be the counterpart of this 
decomposition in terms of characters. For a subgroup H’ G S, with H c H’, 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) H’~stab(~M). 
t2) tl, n)H’= (k zn)H. 
(3) For each k, (1, znk)HC = (1, r~~)~. 
(4) For each k, H’ 5 Stab( HMk). 
(5) Each group H” c S, that is conjugate to H’ and contains H is in 
Stab( HM). 
Proof: Obviously H’ is in Stab( HM) if, and only if, H’M= HM. Since 
H’M E HM, the above dimension formula shows the equivalence of (1 ), (2), 
and (3), (4), respectively. The equivalence of (1) and (4) is clear. As to the 
equivalence of (1) and (5), observe that (1, x)~. = (1, R)~,,, for reasons of 
conjugacy. This concludes the proof. 1 
Now let t E 9, and let rc, be the (permutation) character belonging to the 
KS,,-module M,. The values of x, are defined as 
n,(z)=l(T~z; zoT=T}I, TES”. 
For the time being, fix the group H c S,. A successor of H is a group 
H’ c S,, H’ # H, that contains H as a maximal subgroup. By Z we denote 
the set of all successors of H. Let & be a subset of 2 such that each 
H’ E 2 is conjugate to a group in ZO. Such a set Z0 is called a reduced 
system of successors of H. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let H and X0 be as above. For any subset WG 9 the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) %‘” is H-essential. 
(2) For each H’ E SO there exists a partition teW with 
(1, %I,,< (1, n,)fP 
ProoJ The character belonging to M, is n, = C,, w 71,. The set w is 
H-essential if, and only if, no group in X is contained in Stab(“M,). 
According to Lemma 2 this means (1, nW)H, < (l,r~~)~ for each H’ E X0. 
The said lemma shows that this is equivalent to (2). 1 
Remark. To be able to apply the above criterion for H-essentiality, we 
need the following information: 
(a) A table of the permutation characters z,, t E P?. 
(b) A table of all numbers [H’n %?I, where H’ is a group in 
Y0 u {H} and %? runs through the conjugacy classes of S,. 
A table of type (b) is now available for all transitive groups H’ G S,, 
n < 12, cf. [2, 201. In the next and later sections we shall see that it is 
advantageous to replace the permutation characters of S, by the irreducible 
characters. 
2. SPECHT MODULES AND IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
We continue to use the above terminology. The reader may consult [ 111 
as a basic reference for this section. 
Let t = (tl, . . . . t,) ~9. Take an arbitrary t-tabloid T= (T,, . . . . T,) and 
order each set Tj in some way, so that Tj = {mjk; k = 1, . . . . tj}. In this way 
we get a t-tableau p= (mik; j= 1, . . . . r, k = 1, . . . . tj). The tableau F consists 
of r rows (mjk; k= 1, . . . . tj) and t, columns (mjk; j= 1, . . . . uk), with 
uk = max{ j; tj 2 k}. The column group CT of T consists of all permutations 
r E S, mapping each column into itself (i.e., z(mjk) = mlk, 1 E { 1, . . . . ~4~)). We 
define 
vT= 1 sign(o)aoT, 
UECT 
the Specht element in M, attached to F Each Specht element (arising from 
an arbitrary TE 5) generates the same KS,-submodule N, of M,, the 
Specht module of t. N, is simple, hence its character X, is an irreducible 
character of S,. The characters xt, t E 9, constitute the set of all irreducible 
characters of S, (for an arbitrary K of characteristic 0). 
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The dominance order on the set 9 is used to exhibit the irreducible 
components of a permutation character rr, of S,. Let t = (ti, . . . . t,) and 
t’ = (t; ) ..,) tl) be two partitions in 9. We say that t’ dominates t (and write 
t’o t), if 
c v,c* ti 
j<k .< 
holds for all k d n. 
LEMMA 3 [ll, p. 35 ff.]. For any t E 9 the character 71, of S, has the 
decomposition 
with e,, 2 1 for all t’ k t, and e, = 1. 
Now we are in a position to rephrase Proposition 3 in terms of 
irreducible characters x,. If V is a subset of 9, the closure @ of VY is 
defined as 9 = {t’ E 8; there is a t E B with t’ iz t}. We fix the subgroup 
H of S,. For an arbitrary successor H’ of H we put 
pH’= IfEY’; (1, X,)H’< (1, XJH). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let W c 9, and let X0 be a reduced system of 
successors of H. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) W is H-essential. 
(2) The intersection g n .C5$,, is non-empty for each H’ E X0. 
The proof of this proposition consists in a fairly simple transformation of 
statement (2), Proposition 3, by means of Lemmas 2 and 3. With regard 
to Proposition 4 we show next that the sets 9&, H’ E SO, are always non- 
empty. For this purpose we need a formula that will be used later, too. 
LEMMA 4. The index of H in S, equals 
C&:Hl= 1 (1, xr)H~t(l). 
1EY 
ProojI Let 7t be the character induced on S, by the trivial character of 
H. Frobenius reciprocity gives 
7c= c (1, XZ)HL tee 
and evaluation of either side at z = 1 proves the formula. 1 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let H G S, be a subgroup and H’ a successor of H. Then 
9$ is non-empty. 
ProoJ: Suppose that 9$ is empty. This means (1, x,)~, = (1, x,)~ for all 
t E 9. Then Lemma 4 yields [S, : H] = [S, : H’], a contradiction. 1 
In accordance with Proposition 5, one can pick out a partition 
tcH’) E YHs, for each group H’ in the reduced system X0 of successors of H. 
The set %‘-= {t (H’). H’ E &$} obtained in this way is H-essential. The next 
lemma facilitates the actual choice of P’). 
LEMMA 5. Let t, t’ E .4’, t # t’. If t’ dominates t, the weight w(t’) is less 
than w(t). 
Proof. Assume that there is no partition t” different from t and t’ with 
t’ p t” r> t (so t’ is a successor of t, with respect o dominance). Clearly it 
suffices to prove the lemma in this case. Let t’ = (t;, . . . . tb) and 
t = (t1, . . . . t,). Since t’ p t, q is <r. Put tb+ 1 = e.. = t: = 0. In [ 11, p. 241, 
a characterization of successors has been given. It says that there are 
indices j < k, 1 <k < r, such that tJ = tj + 1, th = t, - 1, and t; = t, for all 
Z# {j, k}. Hence we obtain, by the definition of the weight, w(t) - w(t’) = 
(j-l)(t,-(tj+l))+(k-l)(t,-(t,-l))=k-j>O. 1 
Let us now sum up what we know about the construction of a con- 
venient H-essential set YY. First of all one has to find a reduced system & 
of successors of the group H. Suppose that so is known (and cannot be 
diminished). Take H’ E &. The characterization of a successor t’ r> t in 
[ 11, p. 241 enables us to descend in 9, in accordance with the order “p.” 
(We start with t = (n); this kind of descent is rather easy.) Thereby we 
detect a maximal element t(l) in 9&. On repeating this procedure, we find 
all maximal elements t(l), . . . . tcS) E YHs. Now select one partition P’) of 
minimal weight out of these, and put w = {P”); H’ E &}. The set w is 
H-essential of smallest possible weight d (Proposition 4 and Lemma 5). 
Eventually 9Y’ can be made smaller. For instance, consider the subset wmi,, 
of all minimal elements of -ly- (with respect o “p”). Since g = ~~in, YV& 
is also H-essential. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 6. Table I below consists of the numbers (1, x,)~, for 
all (proper) transitive subgroups HE S, and all t E 8. Note that conjugate 
groups need not be distinguished. The names of the groups agree with [8, 
251. Partitions are rendered in abbreviated form, e.g., (313) stands for 
(3, 1, 1, 1). The values (1, x,)” for t = (6) and t = (51) are omitted, since 
they are always 1 for t = (6) and 0 for t = (51). Also, a dot in the table 
means that the respective ntry is zero. 
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TABLE I 
Values of (1, x,),, 
t (6) (51) (42) (41’) (3’) (321) (2j) (313) (2’1*) (214) (lh) 
Xl(l) 1 5 9 10 5 16 5 10 9 5 1 
w(t) 0 1 2 3 3 4 6 6 7 10 15 
Group Comment 
A6 
G 120 
G,, 
G6Q 
G 48 
PGL(2, 5) 
Maximal 
imprim. 
PSL(2, 5) 
Maximal 
imprim. 
G n 4 
=S,xS, 
ES, 
gA,xS, 
ES,, cA, 
=SS,xA, 
012 
=A, 
-& = 
cc’ 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 1 1 1 
3 1 2 3 3 . 1 
2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
In Table II we give a reduced system So = {Hi, . . . . H,} of successors for 
each H. We write q instead of PHj. The corresponding column contains the 
maximal elements of each 9. In the last column we collect up all 
H-essential sets of weight d that cannot be made smaller. 
It should be mentioned that the connection between dominance and 
weight is very simple for n = 6. Indeed, let t # t’. Then t’ rs- t if, and only if, 
w( t’) < w(t). 
Remark. The weights d and minimal H-essential sets %‘f of these 
weights have already been given in [8]. Nevertheless, Tables I and II make 
sense in our context. On the one hand, they enable the reader to check d 
and w, by the aid of the methods described in this section. On the other 
hand, we shall rely on most of the data contained in these tables when we 
construct separable resolvents below. 
We emphasize again that the algorithm of [S] to find d and V is 
inferior to the present method. In particular, it is more likely to yield 
erroneous results. We have to correct Table I in [8] for two groups. First, 
the weight d for H= Gi equals 2, not 3; the other entries for this group 
change accordingly. Furthermore, there are two sets YV for H = Gz. 
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TABLE11 
H-Essential Sets 
G:, GM 
G:, G,s 4 
GM G:, 
G:, G:, GM ix, : 
(22 G:, G:, G:, Gm 
G:, G,, G:, 
:i G;, G18 G;, 
(17 
(27 
(42) 
(37 
(42) 
(2212) 
w 
(23), (317 
(41% (37 
(37 
(417 
(42) 
(417, (3*) 
(42) 
(412), (37 
(37 
(42) 
(42) 
(42) 
(4;) 
(3*) 
(42) 
(42) 
3 
3 
(42) 2 3
(417, (32) (42) 3 
(42) 2 
(42) 3 
In order to check Tables I and II the reader may use a character tame 
for S,, cf. [f 51, and the tables in [a]. 
3. REGULAR ELEMENTS AND CANONICAL SETS 
Let the notations of the previous sections hold. Lemma 3 shows that the 
KS,-module N, has a uniquely determined complement in M,, i.e., 
M, = N, 0 &,; moreover, each simple submodule of &t is isomorphic to 
one of the Specht modules N,,, t’e(t)\{ t}. If PY is a subset of 9, the 
module M, splits accordingly; viz., 
withNly=@,EwNNfand$?,=@ ra-W A?*. We emphasize that, whenever 
N,, t E w, is regarded as a submodule of M,, we have in view the Specht 
module N,G N, n Mi-but not an isomorphic submodule of A?, that 
might also exist. 
We use analogous notations for the characters corresponding to the 
modules just mentioned: So n, = X, + fi,, and the character rw belonging to 
M, equals xw + 72,, with xw = C,,, xt, etc. 
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Let us now define the most important notion of this paper. As above, A, 
means a system of representatives of S,/H, for a given subgroup H c_ S,. 
Let YV c 9, and let G be another subgroup of S,. An element t‘ E M, is 
called G - H-regular, if it fulfills the following two conditions: 
(1) u is in HM,-. 
(2) For any two distinct permutations z, T’ in BH there exists a 
partition t E W such that the KG-module generated by (T - ?)o v (i.e., 
no( (7 - 7’) 0 u)) contains IV,. 
Instead of “S, - H-regular” we simply say “H-regular.” 
Remarks. 1. If G’c_ S, is a group containing G, every G-H-regular 
element is G’- H-regular, too. In particular, it is H-regular. 
2. Every H-regular element u of M,. is an H-element in the sense of 
Section 2; for condition (2) implies (r - 1) 0 u # 0 for all r E S,\H. 
We are now in a position to enunciate our first result on the separability 
of resolvents. Let f~ K[Z] be a separable polynomial of degree n with 
zeros x = (x1, . . . . x,) in the splitting field L = K(x) (cf. Introduction). Let 
G= G(x) be its Galois group, considered as a subgroup of S,. In 
Section 1 we have defined the KS,-linear map 4: M, --) K[X], for w E .Y. 
It yields a mapping 
c,dx: M,+ L: UH~(U)(X~, . . . . x,) 
that is KG-linear. For the time being, let v EMU be an H-element. Then 
P = d(o) is an H-polynomial of degree <w(w) (Proposition 2). Obviously 
the resolvent h, off that belongs to this particular P equals 
THEOREM 1. In the above context, let v E M, be G-H-regular. Then 
the resolvent h, is separable. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is founded on the connection between Specht 
elements vT (cf. Section 2), which are in general use today, and Specht 
elements in their original form, cf. [24]. Let m,, . . . . m4 be numbers in 
{ 1, *--, n }. We define the difference product 
A@,, . . . . m,>=n (X,,,j-Xm,; 1 <k<j<q). 
LEMMA 6 (e.g., [19, Formula (l)]). Let t = (t,, . . . . t,) E 9 and 
i= (0, 1, . . . . r - 1) be the minimal exponent of t. Let T= (mik; j= 1, . . . . r, 
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k = 1, . . . . tj) be a t-tableau with columns (mjk; j = 1, . . . . u,), k = 1, . . . . t,. Then 
the polynomial vi? attached to the Specht element v?; equals 
v$= fi A(m,,, . . . . mukk). 
k=l 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that h, is not separable. Then 
d.J(r -r’)ov) = 0 for two distinct elements r, t’ of gH. Therefore 
KG( (t - r’) 0 v) is in the kernel Ker 4,. But v is G - H-regular, hence there 
is a partition t E YV such that N, E Ker 4,. In particular, we obtain 
0 = dx(v7;) = v&XI, . . . . x,) for an arbitrary t-tableau T (i = minimal expo- 
nent of t). However, Lemma 6 shows that this is impossible, since the 
difference products occurring in (v$)(x) cannot vanish. m 
In the light of Theorem 1 it is desirable to find G-H-regular elements 
in an appropriate space M,. Elements of this kind are always H-regular, 
so there is a suggestion to look first for sets VY such that M, contains 
H-regular elements. As in the previous sections, let so be a reduced system 
of successors of the group H. For H’ E X0, the set Y& was defined as 
g/f,= {te% (1, X,)H’< (1, x,,,). 
PROPOSITION 6. The following properties of a subset W c9 are 
equivalent :
(1) There is an H-regular element in M,. 
(2) Stab( HN,) = H. 
(3) The intersection W” n 9$ is non-empty for each H’ E X0. 
Proof Because of xw = Crc7Y~t, the equivalence of (2) and (3) is 
readily obtained from Lemma 2 (cf. also Proposition 4). Suppose that (1) 
holds, i.e., that v E M, 
vz E HIlaW, 
is H-regular. Write v = v, + v2, with vi E HN,, 
and let r E S,\H. Then & (r - 1) 0 v ) contains a module 
N,&N,. 
Aa,. 
Hence (z- l)ov, #O, for otherwise KS,((r- l)ov) would be in 
From this we infer H= Stab(v,), and the obvious inclusions 
Stab(v,) 2 Stab(HN,) 2 H prove property (2). 
Conversely, (2) means there is an element v E N, with Stab(v) = H 
(Lemma 1). For any two distinct permutations z, r’ E BH, (r - r’) o v is a 
non-zero element of N,. However, the only simple submodules of N, are 
the modules N,, t E YV. Thus KSn( r -7’) 0 u) must contain at least one of 
them. 1 
In the sequel a set w E 9 with properties (l)-(3) of Proposition 6 is 
said to be H-characteristic. Any H-characteristic set is H-essential. On the 
other hand, if ?V is H-essential, its closure 9 is H-characteristic (cf. 
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Proposition 4). We can now rephrase Theorem B of the Introduction in a 
more precise form. 
THEOREM 2. Let W E 9 be an H-essential set oj’smallest possible weight 
d. Then there is an H-regular element v in M, . The degree of the 
H-polynomial d(v) E K[X] is d. rf f is an irreducible polynomial in K[Z] of 
degree n with Galois group G(x) = S,, the corresponding resolvent h, off is 
always separable. 
Proof Due to Lemma 5, w(q) = w(w) = d. The Theorem is easily 
deduced from Proposition 6, Proposition 2, and Theorem 1. 1 
Our next objective is the study of a (frequently occurring) situation that 
permits to find H-regular elements in the simplest way one can imagine. 
With this in mind, we say that a set Ws 9 is H-canonical, if it is 
H-characteristic and if every H-element in M,. is H-regular. 
Suppose that YV is H-canonical. Consider -ty^,i” = (t E YY; there is no 
t’ E 7”lr, t’ #t, with t @ t’}. Then Wmin is H-essential, due to fl= Eli”. 
However, M,,l, E M,, which infers that every H-element of M,,,, is 
H-regular, and that Wmin is H-canonical, too. For this reason we may 
confine our interest to H-canonical sets Ily- with w = dlr,in, in accordance 
with our leading idea of keeping ?IV small. Moreover, H-canonical sets 
W = coin are easier to describe than H-canonical sets in general. Before we 
give this description in Theorem 3, we have to perform some preliminary 
work. 
LEMMA 7. Let ~= -1y;,i,. Let v= v1 + v2 be in HM,, v, E HN,-, 
v2 E “A?,.. Then v is H-regular $ and only if, Stab(v,) = H. 
Proof: Suppose there is a permutation r 4 H that stabilizes v,. Then 
(z- l)~v=(r- l)ovZ is in Hll2 -w. This means v is not H-regular. 
Conversely assume that Stab(v,) = H. Let r be in S,\H. Since (r - 1) 0 v1 
is a non-zero element of N,, we get N, E Ksn( (r - 1) 0 v, ) for some t E w. 
Let E, be the central idempotent element in KS, that belongs to xt. 
Clearly E,O N,= N, and, due to +K= %?&, s,oA?,=O. This yields 
st(r-l)ov=(r-l)~,~~=(r-l)~,ou~=~,(r-l)~~~. Therefore N, is in 
Ks,( (r - 1) o v), which shows that v is H-regular. 1 
For the time being, fix H and YY = “1Lrmin. Let X be the system of all 
successors of H and SO z %’ a reduced system. We define 
9 = (H’ E X; H’ E Stab( “A?,)}, 
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and ,$0 = f n &. But we shall also use a different characterization of f 
(and yO) that is easier to check: Namely, 
In fact, since W = coin, the irreducible characters occurring in Iz, are 
those x, with t in @\W” (Lemma 3); Lemma 2 shows that both definitions 
of f coincide. 
THEOREM 3. Let the above conventions hold. Let W= -W;nin be 
H-characteristic. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) W is H-canonical. 
(2) Zf W is H*-characteristic for a group H* 2 H, H* #H, then H* 
contains a group H’ in f. 
(3) Zf H* is as in (2) it contains a successor of H that is conjugate 
to a group in yO. 
Proof It suffices to prove the equivalence of (1) and (2). Let W be 
H-canonical and H* as assumed in (2). Since W is H*-characteristic, there 
exists a vector v1 in New with Stab(u, ) = H* (Proposition 6 and Lemma 1). 
Take a vector v2~MW whose stabilizer is Stab(Hti,). According to 
Lemma 7, v= vi + v2 is not H-regular. Therefore, Stab(v)= H* n 
Stab(Hfi’,) contains a successor H’ of H. Clearly H’ has the properties 
required in (2). 
Conversely, let assertion (2) hold. Let u = vi + v2 E HM,, u, E HN,, 
V2 EHtiw. Suppose u is not H-regular. Then H is a proper subgroup of 
Stab(v,) (Lemma 7). But W is Stab(u,)-characteristic, so Stab(u,) contains 
a group H’ E f, which means H’ c Stab( Hfi,.). In particular, H’ stabilizes 
both u1 and v2, and v is not an H-element. This concludes the proof. 1 
Probably the reader can imagine that it is not hard to check condition 
(3) of Theorem 3 whenever ZO is known. This will become evident in the 
next section, where Theorem 3 will be our most important tool for the 
actual construction of H-canonical sets. 
4. EXAMPLES OF H-CANONICAL SETS 
Most of the subgroups H we shall treat in this section belong to one of 
the classes (it(iii) below (that occurred in [8] in a different context): 
(i) H is A,,-maximal, i.e., S, or A,, is the only successor of H. 
(ii) n is prime, H is transitive and solvable. 
(iii) n = 4, 6; H is transitive. 
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In these cases it turns out that there exists either an H-canonical set of 
weight d=min{w(?P”); w is H-essential} with exactly one element, or no 
H-canonical set at all. The author does not know whether this reflects a 
more general fact. It should be noted, however, that all transitive 
subgroups of S,, n d 7, fall under one of the cases (i)-(iii). 
Let the terminology of the foregoing sections remain valid. In addition, 
a partition t E 9 is said to be H-essential (or H-characteristic, H-canonical, 
respectively), if this is true for the set (t}. Suppose now that t is H-charac- 
teristic. Then the subset f c X attached to (t} is 
2 = $(f) = {H’ E X; t is a maximal element of PI,,}. 
Theorem 3 implies that t is H-canonical whenever f(‘) = X (or jg’ = X0), 
which, in turn, just means that t is maximal in each set PH,, H’ E X0. All 
pairs (H, t) belonging to the following two types fulfill this (sufficient) 
condition. 
Type 1. The partition t is H-essential, and H acts transitively on each set 
q, t’ o- t, t’ # t. 
Indeed, by the transitivity property, (1,~~~)~ = 1 for the partitions t’ in 
question, which is to say (1, xIs)“= 0 for all t’ strictly between t and (n). 
Therefore t is a maximal element of each set PH,, H’ E 2. Observe that the 
constitution of the space HM, is remarkably simple, viz., 
HM, = HN, @ ‘“Act,, 
where ‘“M, is a l-dimensional K-vector space. 
Type 2. X0 consists of only one group H’, and t is maximal in PH.. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H s S, be A.-maximal, i.e., % = {H’} with H’ = S, or 
A,. Suppose that H is k-fold, but not (k + l)-fold transitive (with k=O, if 
H is intransitive). With the exception of five cases, the partition 
t = (n - k - 1, k + 1) is the only maximal element of PH,. The exceptional 
groups and the corresponding maximal elements t of P’Hf are listed below 
(cf. [8, Theorem 11): 
n=5, k=2, H=AGL(l, 5), t=(221) 
n=6, k=3, H=PGL(2,5), t=(23) 
n = 9, k = 3, H= PI’L(2,8), t = (421) or t = (5, 14) 
n = 33, k = 3, H= PTL(2, 32), t = (28, 5) or t = (29, 22) 
n>2, k=n-2, H=A,, t=(l”). 
In all cases (the exceptions included), (H, t) is of Type 1 as well as of 
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Type 2. Note that every A.-element in M,, t = (l”), is G-A.-regular, 
for an arbitrary subgroup G E S,. This is easy to see, since dim “N, = 1 
and HM, = HN, @ ‘“M,. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider certain pairs (H, t) of Type 1 that are not of 
Type 2 in general. The verification of some details is left to the reader 
(cf. [8, Theorem 21, and the proof of Proposition 7 below). 
(a) Let t = (n - 2,2). Then (H, t) is of Type 1 if, and only if, H is a 
transitive subgroup of S, and t is H-essential. If n =p is a prime number, 
just the transitive subgroups HE S, of even order <p(p - 1) have this 
property. As to n = 6, however, this is true for H = G:, or Gi, and in the 
case n = 4, for Klein’s four-group H = V,. 
(b) Let t = (n-2, 12). Assume that n=p is prime. Then (H, t) is of 
Type 1 if, and only if, the order 1 HI equals p(p - 1)/2 and is odd (thus p = 3 
mod 4). 
(c) Let t = (n - 3,3). Let n =p be a prime 27, and H a solvable 
subgroup of S,. Then (H, t) is of Type 1 if, and only if, 1 HI =p(p - 1) (i.e., 
H is a maximal solvable group AGL( 1, p)), or H is as in (b). In the last 
mentioned case the set ?Y = ((p - 2, 12), (p - 3, 3)) is H-canonical, too. 
For n = 6, the pair (GhO, t) is also of Type 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. Table II shows that the set & consists of a unique group 
H’ when H is one of G&, G:,, Gi8 (&S,). The last column of this table 
exhibits the respective maximal elements t of gH,. All pairs (H, t) obtained 
in this way belong to Type 2 but not to Type 1. The very same holds for 
the cyclic groups C, c S,, n = 4, 5, and t = (n - 2, l*). 
For the next type of pairs (H, t), the set #j = fl(‘) is (in general) a proper 
subset of 2, in contrast with Types 1 and 2. 
Type 3. The partition t is H-characteristic, y(l) is non-empty, and 
(1, x~)~, = 0 for each .wcce.wor H’ E &\fg’. 
Suppose the partition t in question is H*-characteristic for a group 
H* 2 H, H* #H. If H* = S,, it clearly contains a group in $j(‘). Otherwise 
(1, x,)~. is >O. Due to this fact, no group in X\f”’ lies in H*, so H* 
must contain a group in 2(l). Hence t is H-canonical, by Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose that ,X0 = {H’, H”} with H” = A, ( #H’). Choose 
a maximal element t of ??“,. Then H’E y(‘). We prove 0 = (1, x~)~,, 
(< (1, x,)~), which infers that (H, t) is of Type 3. For any t’e@‘, 
t’# (n), (1”) 
otherwise. 
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Since xc,, is the trivial character of S,,, (1, x,,~)),,= (1, x(,~))~. = 1. Thus 
t = (n) is impossible. On the other hand, assume that t = (1”). Then t’ P t 
holds for all t’ E 9, t’ # t. But t is maximal in P&, consequently 
(1, Xt’)H= (19 L’)ff.? for all these t’. Together with Lemma 4 these equations 
yield 
C&:ffl= C&:ff’l+ (1, X(IdH 
The second summand on the right side equals 1, because the sign-character 
xc,,,) has the constant value 1 on H & A,. However, a relation of this kind 
cannot hold between the group indices in question. We conclude 
(1, XJH” = 0. 
From Tables I and II one can deduce that the groups H= G& and 
H = G& ( cS6) fall under this example; the respective partitions t are the 
maximal elements of 9, recorded in Table II. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let n =p be prime, t = (p - 2, 1 2), and HE S, be a transi- 
tive, solvable subgroup. Suppose the order (HI is odd and p(p - 1)/j HJ is 
a power of 2 divisible by 4. Then H has a uniquely determined solvable suc- 
cessor H’, and t is maximal in gHS. Any other successor H” of H is doubly 
transitive (cf. [ 10, p. 609]), which yields (1, x~)~,. =0. Therefore (H, t) is of 
Type 3. An example of this kind is the subgroup H of S,, of order 39 
(IH’I=78, H”=PSL(3,3)sS,,, IH”J=5616, cf. [3, p. 133). 
EXAMPLE 6. Let n=6, t=(3, 13), and H=Gi,. Then X0= {G,,,G,,,} 
is a reduced system of successors of H, and (H, t) is of Type 3 (cf. Tables 
I and II). Note, however, that the second H-characteristic partition (23) of 
minimal weight d = 6 is not H-canonical. 
Let us return, for a moment, to the groups H of Examples 1 and 2 
(Type 1). They have another remarkable property: There is an H-canonical 
set %‘” of weight d such that each partition t EP with w(t) 6 d either 
belongs to YV or fulfills HM, = ‘“M,. YV consists of the uniquely deter- 
mined H-canonical partition of weight d (which we have given above), 
except in the case of the groups of Example 2, (b), where w must be 
chosen as w = ((p - 2, 12), (p - 3,3)}. This property infers that every 
H-polynomial PE K[X] of degree d has the shape P= 4(u) + Q, with 
v E M, H-regular and Q E K[X] symmetric. Consequently, 
(z-z’)oP=&(z-T’)OV), 
for any two distinct permutations r, r’ E gH. On combining this with 
Theorem 1, we obtain 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose one of the following conditions is fulfilled by the 
subgroup H of S,: 
(1) H is A,,-maximal. 
(2) n = p is prime, H is solvable and transitive; in addition, 1 HI is even 
or equals p(p - 1)/Z. 
(3) n=6, H is one of the transitive groups GeO, Gi2, Gk. 
(4) n = 4, H is Klein’s four group V4. 
Let P be an arbitrary H-polynomial of smallest possible degree d. Then the 
corresponding resolven t h r is separable for every irreducible polynomial 
f E K[Z] of degree n with Galois group G(x) = S,. 
An appropriate table of groups (e.g., [2, 251) shows that Examples 1 to 
6 cover all transitive subgroups H of S,, n < 7, except GT2, Gi ( c S,) and 
C7 ( GS,). For these groups H-and for any other transitive solvable sub- 
group H of S,, p prime, that was not considered so far-an H-canonical 
set does not exist. This can be proved by means of the following lemma 
(with the sole exception of H= GT,, where a slight modification is 
necessary). 
LEMMA 8. Let H be a transitive subgroup of S, and J& a reduced system 
of successors of H. Suppose there is a group H, E X0 with the following 
properties: 
(1) (n-2,2)$%,. 
(2) (n-2,2)EY$for eachgroup H’E%~\{H,}. 
(3) (n-X3)E%,. 
(4) There exists a group H2 E XO\{H,} such that (n - 3,3) and 
(n - 2, 1’) are Hz-characteristic. 
Then an H-canonical set W E 9 cannot exist. 
Proof Suppose there is an H-canonical set w. We may assume 
%‘” = Eli” (cf. the preceding section). Consider the chain (n) c> (n - 1, 1) P 
(n - 2,2) P t’ that is valid for any arbitrary t’ E 9 different from the 
three leading links. It yields either w = {(n - 2,2)} or (n- 2,2) $ W. 
The former case is impossible, by condition (1). On the other hand, the 
group H is transitive and # S,, which excludes w c {(n), (n - 1, l)}. 
Consequently, we get (n - 2, 2) E q\%‘“. But then condition (2) implies 
that yO= {H’E%~; P',,n(9\W")=@} equals {HI). 
Suppose now that neither (n - 3, 3) nor (n - 2, l*) is in YV. Choose an 
arbitrary element t E YY. Then t is different from (n), (n -k, k), 1 <k < 3, 
and (n - 2, 12). For this reason (n - 3, 3) P t holds, and (n - 3, 3) is in 
481/137/l-3 
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“iP\w. In particular, !?&, n (*\w) # 0 ( condition (3)), which contradicts 
A= {H,). 
Let the group H, be as assumed in (4). Since one of (n - 3, 3) or 
(n - 2, 1’) is in “w, %” is Hz-characteristic. But H, is a successor of H not 
conjugate to H,, by conditions (l), (2). Together with Theorem 3 this 
disproves our initial assumption. a 
PROPOSITION 7. Let p > 7 be a prime number and H a transitive solvable 
subgroup of S,. If 1 HI is odd and p(p - 1 )/I HI is not a power of 2, then there 
is no H-canonical set. 
Proof: Consider an arbitrary transitive solvable group H’ G S, and a 
partition t E {(p - 2, 2), (p - 2, l*), (p - 3, 3)). It is not difficult to write 
the numbers (1, x,)~, in an explicit form: In fact, the values of the permuta- 
tion characters ret,, t’ P t, on the elements of H’ are known, due to the 
rather special structure of H’ (H’S AGL( 1, p), cf. [lo, p. 1631). Likewise 
Young’s Rule [ll, p. 891 gives xI as an explicit linear combination of the 
said permutation characters. In this way we find, for example, 
Suppose now that H, is the uniquely determined successor of H with 
I H, I = 2 I HI. Then the above equation yields (1, xc,- Z,2))H = 
(1, xcp--2,2j)H19 i.e., condition (1) of Lemma 8. For the same reason 
(1, X(p-*,2)Lf’u~ X(p-2,2))H’~ if H’ is a solvable successor of H different 
from H,. As to non-solvable successors H’, they are all doubly transitive 
(cf. Example 5), hence (1, ~~~~~~~~~~~ =O. Altogether we have verified 
condition (2); (3) is settled quite similarly. 
Finally choose a (solvable) successor H, of H whose order is odd. In 
order to prove that (p - 2, l*) and (p - 3,3) are H,-characteristic we 
proceed along the familiar lines, with the exception of the following point. 
We have to show that 
for each non-solvable successor H” of H,. Here we use [18, Theorem 5.2, 
(ii)], which says 
P(P- 1Y2 IHnl + 12 (1, q--3,3j)w. 
This, in turn, implies the desired inequality. 1 
The reader may apply Lemma 8 to the group Gz = C, (use Tables I and 
II). After that it will be easy to treat Gf2. 
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5. G-H-REGULAR ELEMENTS 
We adopt the notations of the foregoing sections. Suppose we have 
found-for a given group H g SE---an H-characteristic set ?Y c 9 and an 
H-regular element u E M,. In view of Theorem 1, it would be interesting 
to know proper subgroups G E S, for which v is G - H-regular. We shall see 
that G = A, is a promising candidate whenever #‘- has tolerable properties. 
But smaller groups G seem to permit G - H-regular elements only in very 
special cases, of which we have actually detected just a handful. Among 
them, however, are examples of practical import such as H= GT2 s S6 and 
G = Glzo = PGL(2, 5) or G = G,, = PSL(2, 5) (cf. [7]; a G,,-polynomial is, 
e.g., P = X,X, + X,X, + X,X, + X,X, +X,X, + X,X,; the corresponding 
resolvent h,, expressed in terms of general coefficients a,, . . . . u6, has been 
given in [8]). 
For a partition t E 9 let t * denote its associate in the sense of [ll, 
p. 221. The proof of items (l)-(3) of the next lemma can be found in lot. 
cit., p. 65 ff; assertion (4) is a consequence of (3). 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that t E .?I’ is different from t*. 
(1) Both characters xr, xt* coincide on the group A,, (i.e., N, and N,. 
are isomorphic as KA,,-modules). 
(2) For each QE S,\A,, x,(o) = --x,.(a). 
(3) Every KA,-linear endomorphism of N, is a K-scalar multiple of the 
identity. In particular, N, is simple as a KA,,-module. 
(4) Every KA,,-submodule of NT (e denoting a nonnegative integer) is 
also a KS,-submodule. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let H be a subgroup of S, and W a subset of 9. Sup- 
pose the following holds for each t E W with (1, xt)n>O: If t* is in fl, then 
(1, x,*)~ = 0. Then every H-regular element of M, is A,, - H-regular, too. 
Proof Let v E HM,, and assume that N,z KS,((r - r’)ov) for two 
permutations z, z’ E S, and a partition t E %‘“. Consider the central idempo- 
tent elements E$, str in KS,, belonging to the characters xt, x,*, respectively. 
Since ~~0 N, = N,, we get 
The last module in this chain is KS,-isomorphic to some power Nz of N,. 
Moreover, E,O v is in n(~,o M,)\(O). This implies (1, x2)” > 0. Therefore 
the premises of Proposition 8 require .sI+ov=O. Put E=E,+E~+. Then 
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By Lemma 9, (4), we get KA,( (t - t’)&o v) = KS,( (T - S’)E i: a), a module 
containing N,. On the other hand, assertion (2) of this lemma shows 
E E KA,. Hence Ka,((~-~')~a~) G~,,,,,((T-T')Du), which concludes the 
proof. 1 
EXAMPLES. Let the group Hs S, belong to one of the classes (i)-(iii) 
mentioned at the beginning of the preceding section. In most cases there 
exists an H-characteristic (and even H-canonical) partition t of the shape 
t = (n-d, d) or t = (n - 2, 12) (for d= 3). The respective associate t* is 
(24 1”-2d) and (3, lnp3). Therefore t* is not in (t> except for n=4, d=2 
in the first, and n = 4, 5 in the second case. This means that t fulfills the 
condition of Proposition 8, in general. Altogether only the following pairs 
(H, t) with w(t)=d require a separate treatment: 
(G: 
(a) (A,, (l”)):n>2 arbitrary; 
(b) U&s, (22)), (v4, (2’)), CC,, (2, 12)) : n = 4; 
(~1 (AGL(L 51, (221)), (C,, (3, 12)) : n = 5; 
(d) (PGL(2, 5), (23)), CG:,, (2212)), (G:,, Q3)), (G;,, (3, 13)), 
‘,, (23)) : n = 6; 
(e) (PZ(2, 8), (421)) : n = 9. 
The alternating groxs (a) have been settled in Section 4, Example 1. The 
pair (e) fulfills t* $ {t). In cases (b) to (d) one readily verifies (1, xI.)” = 0, 
except for (Ds, (2*)), (V,, (22)), (C,, (3, 12)), where t = t*, and 
(G:,, (2212)). Later on we shall see that each D,-element of M,, t = (22), is 
A, -&-regular. Finally, consider H= V, or C, and the respective t = t*. 
Here each H-element u in M, with rational coefficients (i.e., u E @ (QT; 
TE z)) is A,, - H-regular. This results from the simplicity of the rational 
Specht-module N, as a QA,-module (n = 4, 5). 
The above discussion implies the validity of Theorem C in the Introduc- 
tion. We have even proved a little more: 
THEOREM 5. Let H be one of the subgroups of S, listed in Theorem 4, 
(1 t(3). Then the statement of Theorem 4 remains valid for every irreducible 
polynomial f E K[Z] of degree n with Galois group G(x) = A,. 
The next proposition is a handy corollary of Proposition 8. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let H c S,, and let one of the following conditions hold 
for WS9: 
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(1) For each t=(tI ,..., t,)df, r is -CA. 
(2) The weight w(W) is <(n - &)/2. 
Then every H-regular element of M, is A,, - H-regular. 
Proof First assume (1). Consider a partition t’ = (t; , . . . . ti) in 9. Then 
there is a t as in (1) such that t’ p t. Hence q < A, for otherwise 
t;+ ... + t:<n = t, + ... + t,. Now let t E W and t* = (t:, . . . . tg), where 
q = t, necessarily. If t* E @, we get t, < &, and t, + . . . + t, < rt, < 
cJ;;,‘= n, a contradiction. The assertion of Proposition 9 follows from 
Proposition 8. 
Condition (2) implies (1). Indeed, suppose r > &. Then w(t) = 
t,+ ... +(r-l)t,>l+ ... +(r-l)>& (G-1)/2. 1 
Next we discuss the concept of G-H-regularity for more general sub- 
groups G of S,; but we restrict ourselves to the particularly important pairs 
(H, t) of Type 1 in Section 4. The situation is quite simple here. Indeed, 
consider an arbitrary H-element v in M,. Then v is H-regular, and our 
remarks concerning Type 1 infer that the element (r - r’) 0 u is in N,, for 
any two distinct t, t’ E gH. Hence v is G - H-regular if, and only if, 
for all r, z’ in question. This request is hard to comply with unless G 
contains A,. For a given permutation r E S, put H, = G n zHT-’ (E G). 
Take the KG-module K(G/H,) = @ (K& 5 E G/H,), which belongs to the 
action of G on G/H,. The KG-linear map 
is well defined, since u E HM,. It can be restricted to a map of submodules 
KGo(o-i)+N,, a E G. 
Condition (*) means that the restricted map is surjective for each T E S, 
and each aE G\H,. The K-dimension of the module on the left is 
[G:H,] - [G:H,,,], with H,,= (H,, a). Therefore we have 
x,(l)< [G:H,] - [G:H,,] < [G:H,l- 1, (**I 
if (*) holds. 
As a rule, the dimension x,( 1) of N, is “large,” whereas [G : H,] is 
“small.” For example, let n = p be a prime 2 7, H = AGL( 1, p). Like in Sec- 
tion 4, Example 2, (c), take t = (p - 3, 3). If G is a transitive subgroup of 
S,, (w) yields IGI ap*(p- l)(p- 5)/6+p. Hence G cannot be solvable. 
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For p < 20, the Mathieu group Mat,, is the only transitive G # S,, A, 
fulfilling (**) for any choice of r‘, 0. Nevertheless (*) is false for this group, 
as can be seen by the aid of a character table of Mat i,, cf. [3, p. 111. 
We finally record two cases in which (*) holds, and thus every 
H-element of A4, is G - H-regular. 
Case 1. Let (H, t) be of Type 1, Section 4, and suppose N, is a 
simple KG-module. This happens when G is 2(n - t,)-fold transitive, where 
2 = (t,, . ..) t,) [ 11, p. 2371. But if H is transitive, t, is necessarily <n - 2, so 
G is at least four-fold transitive. Except G contains A, it must be a Mathieu 
group, as we know today. For G = Mat, c S,,, p = 11, 23, the only 
examples of Case 1 are the pairs (DZP, (p - 2, 2)) and (ASL(1, p), 
(p - 2, 1’)) (with ASL(1, p) = AGL(1, p) A Ap). Also, Case 1 holds for 
n = 12, 24, G = Mat,, H an imprimitive maximal subgroup of S,, and 
t= (n-2,2). 
Case 2. Let (H, t) be of Type 1, Section 4. In addition, suppose that 
GH (= {ar; 0‘~ G, r E H}) equals S, and that G is a successor of GA H. 
In order to prove that (*) holds in this case, take an H-element UEM, 
and z, z’E~#~, r#r’. From GH= S, we conclude Ks,((z-r’)ou) E 
d(fJ- l)oo; 0~ G). On the other hand, there is a permutation c1 E G 
such that KG((r-r’)~u) = KG((~I - l)ou). Since G= (Gn H, cr,), the 
last module equals KG( (a - 1) 0 u; g E G), which is what we desire. 
Case 2 occurs for the following three triples (G, H, t): (A4, &, (2*)) 
(unsettled so far, cf. Theorem 5), (G,,, G72, (4, 2)), and (G,,, GT2, (4, 2)). 
In none of these examples N, is a simple KG-module. One can show that 
any other example of Case 2 is covered by earlier considerations. 
6. THE GROUPS AGL(1, 5) AND PGL(2,5) 
The above discussion indicates that the concept of G - H-regularity has 
only a limited range of application. In particular, it does not apply to the 
two examples we consider now. Nevertheless the modules KG(r - T’) 0 U, r, 
7’ E Bff, r # r’, will be “large enough” to warrant the separability of the 
resolvent h,, if G(x) = G. 
Throughout this section let n = 5 or n = 6, and H = AGL(1,5) = 
((12345), (1243)) E S, or H= PGL(2,5) = G,,, = (AGL( 1,5), (16)(34)) 
s S,, accordingly (note that AGL( 1, 5) is the stabilizer of the numeral 6 in 
PGL(2, 5)). These two groups play an important role in computational 
Galois theory. Namely, a quintic polynomial f is soloable if, and only if, 
G(x) c AGL( 1,5) for a suitable numbering of the zeros (cf. Theorem A). 
Furthermore, the decomposition of the (separable !) resolvent h, belonging 
to PGL(2,5) exhibits the Galois group in most cases, as was shown in [7]. 
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Hence we think it is justified to treat these groups in greater detail. We 
commence with some preliminary work. 
Let f~ K[Z] be separable of degree n. Suppose the group G = G(x) is 
contained in H and C, = ((12345)) G G. We put t = (2*1) for n = 5, and 
t = (23) for n = 6. In either case the set z splits into two H-orbits, viz., 
B,=HoT’, a2=z\B1, with T’=({1,2), {3,5}, {4)), T’=({1,2}, 
{ 3, 5 >, {4,6}), respectively. The lengths of these orbits are lgl I = 10 
(n = 5), l.!?J1 I= 20 (n = 6) and (&?*I = 2 19& (. The following lemma deals 
with the elements ui = C { F, TE a,}, i = 1, 2, of HM,. The proof is left to 
the reader (recall that (H, t) is of Type 1, Section 4). 
LEMMA 10. Let the above conventions hold: 
(1) HM,=Kv10Kv2. 
(2) SnM, = K( v I+ v*). 
(3) HM,\S”M, is the set of all H-elements in M,. 
(4) For any two t, t’ E S,, (z - 7’) 0 HM, = K(z - 7’) o v1 s N,. 
The constitution of N, as an H-module is extremely simple. In fact, 
x1 ( H = 1 + x’, where x’ is an H-character irreducible over an arbitrary field 
K of characteristic 0. Correspondingly, N, = HN, @ N’, with dim, HN, = 1, 
and N’=,,((r-1)ov; z E H, v E N, ), a simple four-dimensional KH- 
module. 
LEMMA 11. Let the groups G, H be as assumed above. Let v E M, be an 
H-element and z, 2’ two distinct permutations in 9fH. 
(1) Ko((~-~‘)ov)~N’. 
(2) KG((~ -~‘)ov) = N’, provided that both z, z’ are not in H. 
Proof. It s&ices to prove (1) for v = vi (cf. Lemma 10, (4)). We first 
consider K= Q. The spaces HN, and N’ are simple as QC,-modules and 
thus as QG-modules, too. Therefore no other QG-submodules of N, exist, 
except 0 and N, itself, of course. We show that (z - r’)ov, is not in HN1, 
which implies (1). Let k=lz~g~nr’og,I. Since (r-r’)ovl#O, the 
number k is < 199, I. This means that three distinct coefficients occur when 
we expand (r - 7’) 0 vi in terms of the Q-basis z of M,. In fact, 1 and - 1 
occur IgB, 1 -k times, and 0 occurs 198i) +2k times. But then 
(r-~‘)ovi$~M,, due to Lemma 10, (1). 
The transition to an arbitrary K (of characteristic 0) is easy. Over Q the 
module N’ is generated by the elements of the form (a - 1) 0 v T, CT E H, T 
a t-tableau, which are all in QG( (r - t’) 0 v, >. The very same elements, 
however, generate N’ over K. 
As to (2), it suffices to show (z - z’) 0 v EN’. On putting E = C,, H 6, we 
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obtain N’= (v E N,; E 0 v = 0). Moreover, ato v = ~5’0 v, since H acts 
transitively on the set S,/H\{ 1). Finally (t - T') 0 v is in N, (Lemma 10, 
(4)). This concludes the proof. 1 
Remark. It should be noted that no H-element of M, is G - H-regular, 
by Lemma 11, (2). 
Let us return to the KG-linear map 
4,: M, -+ L: T+-+ T(“-‘,2)(x) 
introduced in Section 3 (L = K(x), (0, 1,2) is the minimal exponent of t). 
Let v EM, be an H-element, and r, r’ E %?H distinct. Our objective is 
to show that &.((r - r’) 0 v) = 0 is impossible. On the contrary, assume it 
were true. Then d,(N’) = 0, due to Lemma 11, and consequently 
dX(a 0 v t) = #Jo’ 0 v ?), for every t-tableau p and arbitrary permutations 0, 
6’ E H. The decisive point will be the choice of these items. 
In the case n = 5 take for T the tableau with rows (1, 2), (3, 5), (4) and, 
for the time being, 0 = 1, C’ = (12345). On adopting the respective nota- 
tions we get from Lemma 6, 
41, 394) 4(2, 5)(x) = J&4, 5) 4(3, l)(x). 
We write either side as a product of differences and cancel out all that is 
possible. The result is 
4134) 4(4,3)(x) = 4(2,4) 4(4,5)(x). 
If this procedure is repeated with CJ = (1325) and CJ’ = 0 0 (12345), it yields 
4(3,4) 4(4,2)(x) = d(5,4) 4(4, l)(x). 
Now we combine both equations and obtain d(l,4)(x) = + 4(2,4)(x), i.e., 
xq - x, = + (x4 - x2). The plus sign is evidently absurd. The minus sign, in 
turn, means x2 - xq = r 0 (x2 -x4), with t = (13524) E G. But G is the Galois 
group off, so 
5(X,-X,)= i Tj, (x2 - xq) = 0, 
j=O 
which is impossible. 
In the case n = 6 let (1,2), (3,5), (4,6) be the rows of T Then apply the 
above permutations o, 0’ in exactly the same way as for n = 5. This gives 
d(l, 4) 4(2,6)(x) = I!I 4(2,4) d(L 6)(x), 
a quadratic expression in xi, . . . . x6. It seems doubtful, however, whether 
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one can arrive at a linear expression in this manner. Again the plus sign is 
easy, for it gives x2x4 + x1 xg = x1 xq + x2x6 and x1(x6 -x4) = x2(x6 -x4). 
But the minus sign requires some additional effort. Hence assume 
A( 1,4) 4(2,6) + 4(2,4) d( 1,6)(x) = 0. (*) 
An analogous equation results if we multiply our former elements g, c’ by 
(125)(436) E H from the left; viz., 
A(2, 3) d(5,4) * d(5,3) 4(2,4) = 0. 
The minus sign is eliminated as above. 
Now consider t’ = (4,2) E B and the corresponding map d,, 
&: M,, -+ L: T+-+ T”,“. 
(**I 
We identify the partitions in & with the 2-subsets of { 1, . . . . 6}, e.g., 
((1, 2, 3,4}, (5, 6)) with { 5, 6). Then the left side of (*) equals 4X(u’), with 
u’=2{1,2}+2{4,6}-{2,4}-{1,6}-{1,4}-(2,6}. 
Since v’ is the sum of two Specht elements, it is in N,.. The same applies 
to (**) and 
u”=2{2,5}+2{3,4)-{3,5}-(2,4)-{2,3}-{4,5}. 
We shall show at once that Kc5( v’, II”) = N,.. Consequently, d,(N,.) = 0, 
because of CS E G and the KG-linearity of 4,. This is absurd and proves 
what we desire. 
The remainder runs as follows: Take K= a first. Then xI, 1 c5 = 1 + 2x”, 
x” being a character of CS of dimension 4 and irreducible over Q. One uses 
the natural basis & of M, in order to verify that QCS + &PC, 0 u’: t w t 0 v’ 
is an isomorphism. Also verify that U” is not in &PC, 0 v’, whence 
QC5(~t, u”) = N,,. The change of the ground field is straightforward (cf. 
proof of Lemma 11). 
We turn to the main result of this section. Remember that every 
H-polynomial P of smallest possible degree d= 4 (n = 5), d= 6 (n = 6) can 
be written as P= 4(v) + Q, with an H-element v in M, and a symmetric 
polynomial Q. Our deliberations (Theorem 5 included) have proved 
THEOREM 6. Let n = 5, H= AGL( 1, 5) or n = 6, H= PGL(2,5). Let 
P E K[X] be an H-polynomial whose degree is smallest possible. Then the 
resoluent h, of an arbitrary separable polynomial f E K[Z] of degree n is 
separable, if the order of the Galois group off is divisible by 5. 
Remark. It would be desirable to have a concept weaker than 
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“G - H-regularity of u E h4, ” that supplies additional results. For example, 
one could postulate that KG( (r - r’) 0 u ) contains just a Specht element 01. 
instead of the whole Specht module. But we do not know whether this 
yields any new theorems. 
7. A CLASS OF REFOLVENTS WITH MULTIPLE ZEROS 
In this section n =p is a prime number 3 5. We identify the set (1, . . . . p} 
with the field Z/pE in the usual way. In particular, { 1, . . . . p- l> 
corresponds to the multiplicative group (Z/pZ)*. Accordingly, the group 
G = AGL(1, p) E S, is the (semidirect) product of its subgroups {r,; 
k= 1, . . . . p> and (pL,; a= 1, . . . . p- 11, with z&)= j+ k, p,(j)=uj, for 
each je (1, . . . . p}. Look at the dihedral group D, = (zI, pbl) s G. For 
each k~ {l,..., p- l}, 
Q/c= E XjXj+,=Qp-kEKCXl 
j=l 
is a D,,-polynomial. Obviously pL,o Qk = Qak= QflgCk) for an arbitrary 
a E { 1, . ..) p - 1 }. More generally, let H c G be a transitive subgroup of G, 
of even order IHI, IHI < (G(. This means H= (r,, pLb), (6) being a proper 
subgroup of (E/pH)* that contains - 1. With this convention, 
is an H-polynomial. The underlying partition t = (p - 2, 2) is H-canonical, 
and the space #(HM,) is the K-linear span of the polynomials P,. 
In the sequel we shall construct polynomials f = n,“= i (2 -xi) in K[Z], 
KS @, with Galois group G(x) = G such that the values Pk(x) and 
p 0 Pk(x) coincide for certain permutations p E G\H. We thereby generalize 
a construction of [ 171 for p = 5 and H = D,O. 
To begin with, let x = (xi, . . . . xP) and x’ = (xi, . . . . XL) be arbitrary vectors 
in CP. Then 
(x, x’) = E xjq 
j=l 
defines the usual inner product on @ p. The Fourier transformation of Cp is 
the @-linear map 
with y, =c,“= i xj<-“j, k = 1, . . . . p, and 5 = e2ailp. The inverse mapping 
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F-l: JJH x is given by xj = (l/p) Cp= i y,t’? The mapping F is unitary up 
to a constant factor, i.e., (Fx, Fx’) =p(x, x’) for any two x, x’. Our con- 
struction makes use of this property to a substantial degree. 
Let us now consider the identity 
Qk(X) = Pa0 Q,(X), 
with a E { 1, . . . . p - 1 } and x E Cp. It also reads as 
tx, zk” x, = cx, zak” x) 
(rk and the complex conjugation act on each component of x). When we 
write y = Fx, it is easy to check that 
Fm= (tk’yp-I;j= 1, . . . . p). 
Hence the above identity is equivalent to 
5 YjYp._jFk’= 5 yjyp-j<-akj, 
j=l j=l 
via Fourier transformation. A condition that implies this equation is 
YjYp-j= YajYp-uj3 j= 1, . ..) p- 1. (*) 
Observe that (*) does not depend on k. This fact and the definition of the 
polynomials P, yield 
Pk(X) = PL, o Pk(Xh 
as soon as (*) holds. 
for each k, 
Suppose now that K is a subfield of @ and that the p th cyclotomic poly- 
nomial is irreducible over K (e.g., K= Cl). Let g = ZP - c E K[Z] be an 
irreducible binomial. Choose a zero z0 E C of g. Then the numbers zj = zO<j, 
j = 1, . . . . p, form the set of all zeros of g, and G(z,, . . . . zP) = AGL( 1, p) = G. 
Let b,, . . . . b, be in K, with b, # 0 for at least one k E { 1, . . . . p - 1 }. We put 
Xj=(l/P) i b/cZf, j=l , . . . . P. 
k=l 
The polynomial f = nj”_ 1 (Z - xi) E K[Z] is a Tschirnhausen transform of 
g, and G(x) = G. Finally we define the vector y by y, = ztb,, k = 1, . . . . p. It 
is clear that x = F-‘y. Moreover, the condition (*) may be rephrased as 
bjbp-j= b,b,-., j=l 3 . . . . p- 1. 
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The set of all tuples (b, , . . . . h, ,) E K”. I \(O j fulfilling this condition is a 
(quasi-afftne) variety of dimension (p - 1)/2 + [(Z/@)*: ( - 1, a)]. For 
instance, choose arbitrary numbers b,, . . . . b(, + ,,Iz in K\{O}. Then it is 
possible to determine the remaining h,‘s in a way that (*) holds for all 
UE (1, . ..) p - 1 } simultaneously. That is to say we have a coincidence 
P/Ax) = PL, 3 PI;(x) = PAxI 
for arbitrary indices a, k, 1~ { 1, . . . . p - 11; Galois theory yields Pk(x) E K. 
Let us finally remark that an arbitrary H-polynomial of degree 2 has the 
shape 
with ck E K and Q E K[X] symmetric. Therefore, we have proved 
THEOREM 7. Let p 2 5 be a prime number and K a subfield of C. Suppose 
that the p th cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible over K and that there exists 
an irreducible binomial Zp- c in K[Z]. Moreover, let H be a transitive 
subgroup of G = AGL( 1, p), of even order 1 HI, 1 HI < IGI. Then there are 
(infinitely many) polynomials f E K[Z] of degree p with Galois group 
G(x) = G and the following property: If P is an arbitrary H-polynomial of 
(smallest possible) degree 2, then P(x) = (z 0 P)(x) (i.e., an element of K) for 
each T E G. In particular, the resolvent h, has a [G: H]-fold zero in K. 
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